Phase I Ex Ante Review Findings
Measure Description
The project will replace the exterior High Pressure Sodium (HPS) and Metal Halide (MH)
fixtures with LED Fixtures at a casino.
Summary of Review
PG&E, the Investor-Owned-Utility (IOU), submitted the following documents to fulfill the
CPUC staff for Data Request (DR) on November 13, 2013 for this Phase I review:


Energy Savings Report;



Contractor Work Order Agreement;



Savings Calculation Workbooks;



Proposed Lighting Specification Sheets;



Response to CPUC Staff Data Request Email;



PGECOLTG158 Exterior Induction Fixtures and PGECOLTG151LED Outdoor Street
and Area Lighting Work Papers; and the



Commission Staff 2013-2014 Lighting Retrofit Disposition.

PG&E did not provide a copy of the customer’s signed application form. The CPUC staff
identified one main issue. PG&E indicates that replacing the existing HPS and MH fixtures
with LED fixtures are Replacement on Burnout (ROB) measures. Since the fixtures are
operational, CPUC Staff considers them as Normal Replacements (NR) and code or DEER
baseline should be used to calculate the savings. PG&E used the in-situ fixtures for retrofitting
1000 Watt High Pressure Sodium fixtures with LED fixtures claiming that PGECOLTG158
work paper shows HPS code baseline equal to HPS existing base wattage. As stated in prior
CPUC staff data request email, per the Commission Staff 2013-2014 Lighting Retrofit
Disposition, the code baseline for exterior lighting applications such as those proposed in this
project should be pulse start metal halide (PSMH) technology. Therefore, the baseline for these
fixtures should be revised to a lumen equivalent PSMH fixture. PG&E did use a PSMH baseline
for the MH fixture replacements.
CPUC staff found a discrepancy regarding the proposed 70 Watt Maxlite MLAR70LED50 LED
fixture. CPUC staff observes that this fixture is listed in the Statewide Table of Pre-Qualified
LED Fixtures as a 60.8 Watt fixture. CPUC staff requests that PG&E explain and resolve the
discrepancy.
Review Conclusion
The project is conditionally approved pending revisions to the ex ante savings baseline for the
1,000 Watt HPS sodium fixtures to lumen equivalent PSMH fixtures to comply with prior
directives given to the IOUs in the Commission Staff’s Lighting Disposition.
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Phase I Ex Ante Review Findings
Summary of CPUC Staff Requested Action by the IOU
CPUC Staff requests that PG&E undertake the recommended actions and submit the following
information by January 20, 2014 or 14 days after the submittal date of this review:
1. Revise the baseline for the HPS fixtures to lumen equivalent PSMH fixtures and resubmit
the ex ante savings;
2. Provide the signed customer agreement forms and proposed incentive estimates;
3. Explain how the incremental measure costs were taken into account in the proposed
incentive amounts;
4. Upon project completion, submit itemized contractor invoices to support the full and
incremental measure costs; and
5. Upon project completion, submit the post-installation verification report, any
measurement data taken, final incentive amounts, and trued-up final savings estimates to
the as-built and verified conditions.
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